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The purple rose of Montefiascone 

Are you used to tell fairy-tales to children? If you adhere strictly to the traditional version, without 

changing or missing a comma, you definitely get the attention of your pestiferous listeners. 

However, if the heart of a true storyteller beats inside your chest (or if you simply do not 

remember exactly all the smallest details), then you are in big troubles. Any drift from the 

standard path will result in protests, screams, street riots. Because children, in their wonderful 

innocence, are moralists and conservative to the core. As conservative as opera lovers: without 

explicitly admitting it, the average audience prefers to see the plot on stage exactly as he has 

imagined it, as long as the scenes are beautiful and costumes lavish. I can not swear why La 

Cenerentola by Rossini, in its first appearance in 1817, left the audience a bit chilly. Perhaps the 

cast chosen by the Impresario Cartoni, apart from Geltrude Righetti-Giorgi who the year before 

was the first Rosina in Il Barbiere di Siviglia, was not the dream team expected for a new opera by 

the Swan of Pesaro (and, to tell the truth, Cenerentola will be triumphantly received 

henceforward). But surely Rossini’s Cenerentola bears little resemblance to the protagonist of 

both Perrault’s or Grimm’s fables, with rather a tighter kinship with Cendrillon by Isouard (1810) 

and mainly with Agatina o la virtù premiata, a dramma semiserio  set to music by Stefano Pavesi 

after a libretto by Francesco Fiorini (1814). The wicked stepmother is replaced by the Marquis Don 

Magnifico, villain and stupid, who has two daughters, Clorinda and Tisbe, who inherited vanity and 

selfishness from their parent. Then there is Cinderella, of course, whose real name is Angelina 

(literally little angel: nice, no?). The libretto is not very clear about the full family tree, but we 

assume that Magnifico and Cinderella’s departed mother were tied in a second marriage, each 

bringing in dowry their own daughters had from previous marriages. Be that as it may, the 

stepfather and stepsisters mistreat Angelina, reducing her to slavery and squandering her heritage 

(she is the rich one, eh?). In the meanwhile Prince Ramiro, tired of reigning lonely his imaginary 

kingdom, one day decides to find a bride. But, having read many fairy tales, especially Perrault’s, 

he does not trust women. He’s looking for pure love, how can he be sure that his wife will love the 

young Ramiro and not the rich Prince? Firstly, he sends for reconnaissance the court philosopher, 

Alidoro, disguised as a tramp, just to probe the girls’ generosity of spirit. Needless to say, Angelina 

treats the beggar with humanity, while the two stepsisters avoid him in disgust. Then, inspired by 

Count Almaviva of Il Barbiere, Ramiro devises a trick: he swaps clothes and roles with his squire 

Dandini. When master and servant come to Magnifico’s house to invite the girls to the ball, the 

two silly sisters do anything to conquer Dandini and ignore the real Prince, who instead is 

lovestruck with Angelina. As per tradition, Magnifico prevents Angelina to participate to the ball 

and it’s up to Alidoro, divested as beggar and now playing the role of the seamstress, to provide 

Angelina with a sumptuous frock and a mask: not even Ramiro must recognize her. Do not expect 

now midnight chimes, carriages turning back to pumpkins and crystal slippers. Forget Disney. 

Angelina simply leaves the ball giving Ramiro one of her bracelets and inviting him to a treasure 

hunt, «Look for me, find its companion on my right arm. Then... if I do not displease you, I shall be 

yours». Well… the Prince eventually finds Angelina, and they live happily ever after. 

Wow, what a story! But this Cenerentola is NOT a fairy tale, nor does it attempt to be it in any way. 

First of all, a fairy tale must include a few supernatural elements: some talking animals, walking 

trees, at least a fairy, either good or bad. Here the magic is replaced by the most earthly and 
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ancient situation appeared on stage: disguising. Ramiro disguises himself as Dandini and vice 

versa, Alidoro turns into a beggar, Angelina appears incognito at the ball. And even Magnifico 

pretends to be the noble he never was. But above all, Rossini rejects the most characteristic 

aspect of any fable, that is an edifying moral. There is no Supreme Justice to reward the good and 

condemn the wicked, everything is just ruled by Fate. A Fate so incomprehensible and insensitive 

to human cases that the protagonists are always one step away from losing their mind (as in the 

sublime Sextet Questo è un nodo avviluppato, a masterpiece according to Mr. Stendhal). Not even 

redemption is provided to the wicked: Magnifico and the stepsisters in the end reluctantly swallow 

the bitter cup but they do not repent. And Angelina herself triumphs in the end, but not because 

of her goodness, but because a weather event - a thunderstorm - and therefore the Fate, has dealt 

the lucky cards to her. Angelina is a passive character; she has neither the malice nor the cunning 

of Rosina or Isabella. She is not the ruler of her destiny. She can only weep in a corner and dream 

that «one day a prince will come».  

Must we conclude that, despite the happy ending, you are going to attend a pessimist comic 

opera? I’d not rule it out, since La Cenerentola is a point of no return for the Enlightened Rossini. 

With the partial exception of Le Comte Ory, he will never write another opera buffa again. 

Nonetheless, Rossini was too smart to send home his audience with a bitter taste in his mouth, 

thus he leaves us the most important right: the right of dreaming. Dreaming in a better fate, in a 

lottery win, in an unexpected inheritance, in a Prince Charming who loves bracelets. A sign of fate. 

A reason to go on living in this insane world. In short, that “something” that restores the smile 

onto Mia Farrow’s lips in the last shot of The Purple Rose of Cairo, when, tragically woken up from 

her love’s dreams, she takes refuge in a movie theater, the only other place, as well as an opera 

house, where the magic is still allowed and has never lost its power. 
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I am sure there will be no space enough, but this is Jacopo Ferretti’s take on his libretto for Cenerentola. 

 
To my fellow dramatists ... 
My poor Cinderella, an unplanned daughter and the work of so few days, would like me to commend her to 
you, because after she leapt from the ashes of our fireplace she would like to have a guardian, and she 
knows that she will find none better than one of you. At her request, I would like to inform you that it 
should not be regarded as a mistake if she does not put in an appearance in the company of a magician 
who does conjuring tricks, or of a talking cat, and if she does not lose a slipper at the ball, as on the French 
stage or in a large Italian theatre (but instead parts with a bracelet). Rather, the decisive factor was what 
can be done at the Teatro Valle in terms of staging, and consideration for the good taste of the Roman 
audience, which does not want to see portrayed on the stage that which it finds entertaining in a story told 
by the fireside. 
The precipitous manner in which the material had to be selected and dramatized so that it could be 
presented to the maestro, translated little by little into verse, perhaps reduced the possibility of avoiding 
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several of the usual mistakes in buffo libretti. But what could your goodwill and your experience not 
forgive? Finally, my Cinderella asks that as good guardians you tell the few who do not already know that 
she is the stepdaughter and not the daughter of Don Magnifico and therefore could be somewhat older 
than the two sisters. 
Furthermore, that one of my main reasons for choosing this story was precisely the ingenuous, kind-
hearted charisma that is one of the primary qualities of the competent Ms Giorgi – exactly the trait that is 
rewarded in Cinderella, according to the fairy tale. 
Brothers! I know how mediocre my verses are, as I was not able to revise them, but I had the good fortune 
to entrust them to the modern Prometheus of harmony. He will succeed in making them sparkle and shine. 
 


